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Wasn't born to follow

You might be amused to know that the forum is being plugged by a Scottish
politician, Councillor Fraser Macpherson.
He had mentioned the other night on his blog that he had been listening to
'All I See Is You' and it had put him in a Dusty mood, so I emailed him to
congratulate him on his good muscial taste and he then sent a lovely email
back and promised to plug the forum, which he has now done :)
United Kingdom
7603 Posts

You can see it at http://www.dundeewestend.com/
Will
http://www.mactastic.net/
"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

allherfaces
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Administrator

Well done, Will! Looks great.
I've just dropped him an email as well.
xo
~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
USA
14235 Posts

Kathy
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Well Done Will!
I've dropped him a line too thanking him and suggesting he not miss Katie
when she is in town!
xx
Kathy
Australia
6508 Posts

Will
Wasn't born to follow

"You're still here on my mind..."
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>>instead of SNP in power in the Scottish Parliament I vote that there
should be a LTD takeover..<<
Onto it already, John - as Dusty might say, 'little by little' lol ;)
Will
http://www.mactastic.net/
United Kingdom
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And well done to all those who emailed Councillor Macpherson, including our
very own Kathy..
http://frasermacpherson.wordpress.com/2008/08/19/today-and-moreabout-dusty-springfield/

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

And lastly, for tonight … the power of Dusty … I have had e-mails
today from the US and Australia following the Dusty Springfield video
going on the blog at the weekend. From Kathy in Australia today :
Dear Fraser,
Many thanks for giving our website a mention on your site. Just thought
you might like to know that Will, who wrote to you before is our Forum
Admin and lives in Glasgow, but we have members all around the world.
Dusty is truly loved and cherished in so many countries.
Our members are in Australia, Sweden, Finland, Germany, England,
Scotland, Wales, Canada, The US, The Netherlands, and many more
countries besides. If you ever need a “Dusty” fix, feel free to browse the
site (Will gave details) for the many photos of Dusty etc.
We also supported Katie Setterfield on the One and Only as she did her
tribute to Dusty Springfield. Katie is now in Las Vegas fulfilling her prize of
playing there. But she will be back on tour from next month in the UK and
Will tells me she will be playing in Glasgow. I would say it would be a show
not to be missed.
Thanks once again for helping promote our site. We raise a fair bit of money
for the Charities that Dusty was close to and exist to perpetrate the
memory of Britain’s best singer.
With best wishes (from Oz)
Kathy Banks
Will
http://www.mactastic.net/
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